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The Tsuglag-khang in Kanji
Local tradition attributes the 
Kanji Tsuglag-khang to the 
great translator Rinchen-
zangpo (958–1055).
However, the building with 
its interior is approximately 
700 years old and roughly 
contemporary with the 
Avalokiteshvara temple in 

Wanla. The Kanji temple is exceptional through its interior with 
three main sculptures along the main wall and six mandalas 
covering the remaining walls.

Condition
The excessive roof load, accumulated in centuries due to casual 
repairs, as well as the position of the temple on a slope, led to 
the separation of a side wall from the rest of the structure. The 
resulting major cracks and displacement of the main beam caused 
water penetration that soiled and partly destroyed the murals in 
the interior.

Measures
A plan for the conservation of the temple was established on the 
basis of a detailed investigation of the structure and its interior. 
The first works to be undertaken were architectural measures: 
underpinning the foundation, reconstructing the damaged roof 
and tie-beams, reconnecting the slanting wall to the others. 
Painting conservation, i.e. cleaning, stabilizing and filling of 
cracks and losses were carried out along with the conservation 
of painted woodcarving. The final steps include the conservation 
of the sculptures and the visual reconstruction of painting 
losses. The general aim and principle is to create a harmonious 
reconstructed wall painting with the inpainted areas remaining 
visually distinguishable from the 700-year old painting. In addition, 
only those areas are inpainted and reconstructed provided that the 
image can be completed without doubt. 

The Wanla temple
The Avalokiteshvara Temple 
of Wanla was built in the 
early 14th century within 
the hilltop fortress of a 
local ruler, named Bhag-
dar-skyab in the founding 
inscription on the south 
east wall in the interior. 
The inscription calls it 

“Auspicious Three-storeyed (Temple)”, referring to the architectural 
typology it shares with the famous Alchi Sumtsek. Today it is 
commonly called the “Chuchig-zhal Temple” after the main image 
of the eleven-headed form of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara. 
The construction of the temple falls into a little known period 
of Ladakh’s history, and its rich decoration offers a treasury of 
information highly relevant for the local history as well as for that 
of Tibetan Buddhism in general.

Condition
Technical investigations revealed that the temple, which preserves 
an unusually high percentage of its original interior, was acutely in 
danger. Excessive load accumulated on the roof in the course of 
past maintenance measures and probably an earthquake affected 
the wooden structure and caused a crack of the main beam. The 
painted plaster separated under the pressure over large surfaces 
from the wall. Defective rainwater drainage washed away or soiled 
the painted plaster and centuries of soot from innumerable butter 
lamps has covered the images rendering them unrecognizable.

Measures
Temporary structural measures are followed by a gradual reduction 
of the roof load and a technologically challenging reinforcement of 
the main beam. These works are carried out within an organised 
framework incorporating the conservation of the large endangered 
portions of plaster, the filling of cracks and losses as well as the 
cautious cleaning of the paintings.
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The Achi Association
is a private non-profit organisation based in Switzerland. It was 
founded in 1999 by people dedicated to the preservation of 
Buddhist heritage and scholars specialised in the early art and 
architecture of the Western Himalayas.

Its purpose is to contribute to the safeguard of the outstanding but 
endangered cultural heritage in the Himalayas.

During the last decade the work concentrated on a small series of 
early Buddhist temples in Ladakh, Northwest India, which are not 
protected otherwise. A team of multidisciplinary team of specialists 
from India and Europe, partly linked to academic programs of 
different universities, combines in depth research with hands-on 
preservation.

The practical work includes the preservation of architecture and 
interiors, in particular wall paintings. These efforts go together 
with the commitment to involve the local community into the 
conservation projects and to assist in capacity building for heritage 
maintenance and preventive conservation. 

Since its foundation, the Achi Association and its works have 
continuously expanded. This growth has been enabled by the 
commitment of the members from different countries to support the 
organization through their financial contribution, their professional 
expertise and the practical work at the sites.
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Local commitment and international expertise

Our purpose
–  To contribute to the preservation of Ladakh’s outstanding  

but endangered heritage
–  To enhance awareness for earthen architectural heritage  

and its need for maintenance
–  To strengthen local capacities in traditional building techniques 

and preventive conservation

Our activities
–  Conserving and maintaining historic temples and their interiors, 

in particular wall paintings 
–  Building a network of local and international expertise

Our partners
–  The Buddhist Drikung Kargyü Order
–  Local artisans and craftsmen
–  National and international conservation specialists
–  Private donors from different countries 

Our strengths
–  Strong international and local partnerships
–  Constantly growing number of members and expertise
–  Professional standards in our preservation work
–  Compassion and dedication of our team and our donors

Needs
–  Financial support for the ongoing preservation work
–  More friends to join our network

Co-funded projects 

Apart from our many private sponsors we have been supported 
by several other sponsors, such as

Getty Foundation in Los Angeles/USA
The Getty Foundation supported us for a three year “Pilot Youth 
Training Programme” to raise awareness and to build capacity for 
the preservation of built heritage. The trainees were young monks 
and students expected to take key positions in communities and 
within the government. Training included theoretical as well as 
hands-on experience in the village of Wanla. 

German Embassy in Delhi/India
Through the “Deutsches Kulturerhaltprogramm”, a programme for 
the preservation of cultural heritage funded by German Embassy 
Delhi, several sites have been conserved in Wanla. The work was 
carried out in large extent collaborating with the local community  
and the young professionals previously trained through the  
“Pilot Youth Training Programme”. This project was done in  
collaboration with Achi Association India which is a Delhi-based 
section 25 company.

Jammu and Kashmir Government
With the aid of the J&K Government Fund and together with the 
local community and the former trainees of the “Pilot Youth Training 
Programme” the tower architecture of the Skurbuchan Khar was 
conserved and restored. This project was carried out in collaboration 
with Achi Association India.
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